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On a late May afternoon in Tom Sachs’ lower Manhattan studio, a territorial tabby called Monkey is being terrorized by Wolverine, a hyperactive

Pomeranian belonging to fellow artist Hope Atherton and visiting for just the day. As the furry, brown mass scuffles amongst the workshop’s organ-

ized clutter and Factory-esque crew of artists, Sachs occasionally scolds, “No McDonalds!” each time Wolverine tries to eat Monkey’s cat food.

When asked about the use of the fast-food franchise’s name in this context, he explains, “Because it’s crap.” 

That’s the one and only negative comment Sachs will utter against the corporate giant, whose products and branding are central to the oddly logical

and meticulous world of Nutsy’s, a 1:25 scale model universe centered around models of Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation and Villa Savoye, an

urban ghetto and Romanian art park, as well as a drive-through Mickey D’s, all linked together by a plywood-and-asphalt mini-car raceway and

accompanied by a booming, larger-than-life 10,000 watt sound system. Whether it’s subversive or superficial will be left for viewers to decide when

the show runs at Deutsche Guggenheim from late July until September. 

The 36-year old Sachs is concerned about the exhibition in Berlin, not because it’s the artist’s first solo museum show but because the more than

two years it’s taken him to conceive and build this installation are about to face the long-standing tradition and rigorous standards of German engi-

neering. “The Germans are going to see that as being shoddy,” he comments, pulling at a loose piece of track. Sachs applies a bricolage technique

to his work, which means that the process of how things are built is always evident – hot glue strips, bolts and screws are purposely left exposed –

without implying poor workmanship. In fact, Sachs exacts precision in every aspect of his work and especially in Nutsy’s. When he and right-hand

assistant Van Neistat spend several minutes discussing a police barricade not built exactly to scale, Sachs tries to make light of the matter, saying,

“The reason I bring it up is that some of these European billionaires who buy our work are really strangely into quality and notice stuff like that.” Not

to mention that Team Sachs is all about getting it right, too.  

Originally commissioned by the Bohen Foundation and premiering last November in the meatpacking district’s Sperone Westwater gallery, Nutsy’s

world is detailed in a vast series of short films, made by Sachs and Neistat, covering everything from how to troubleshoot the remote-controlled Mini

Z cars to how to buy one-hitters of marijuana from the resident DJ. One particular film, called “Unité II,” documents the tedious process of measuring

Le Corbusier’s enormous housing project in Marseilles and creating the foam-core and Styrofoam model. “This film is about the insanity of going and

doing every little bit of detail in pen,” says Sachs, “and it’s Jack Nicholson from The Shining’s voice but Van reedited it to make it sound like me

yelling at him. Sometimes I’m less articulate about the finer points of this installation. Watch this and a lot of it will make sense….” As Jack shouts in

the background (“Has it ever occurred to you what would happen to my future if I were to fail to live up to my responsibilities?!”), Neistat explains,

“The Unité was really beautiful and well designed but ended up being too expensive and too involved so that it didn’t solve France’s post-first War’s

housing crisis [as intended]. Tom picked this building to be the model because it represents the successes and failures of modernism, and the

exhibit as well addresses some of those issues.” While Nutsy’s might have been born from a desire to hack model cars and make a world in which to

race them, the idea clearly has grown into something far more elaborate and labor-intensive to be passed off simply as a hobby. 

Model-building and racing are main elements of Nutsy’s, but another extension is the functioning McNutsy’s hamburger stand. A life-sized, manned

kiosk serves actual fries and burgers, wrapped in white paper “ass printouts” of actual “buns.” Flat soda, made from assorted Kool-Aid flavors to cre-

ate the perfect color, will be served from a drink dispenser with handwritten labels. The large tubes that make up the ventilation system, built entirely

to code, can be seen through cut-out windows built into the structure. The Guggenheim kiosk will also sell breakfast, including McMuffins and deep-

fried Pop Tarts. A video outlining the employee guidelines runs on an LCD panel. And above the grill there’s a working shotgun, built also by Sachs,

to defend the joint from robbers. 

So, what’s it all about? Sachs would rather not say, but Neistat offers, “You don’t want people to read it one way, you want it to be open and a little

ambiguous, because I don’t think we’re really sure what it means…” To see the films and find out more about Nutsy’s, visit www.tomsachs.org. 
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TEAM SACHS FLIPS THE (BURGER) SCRIPT: (CLOCKWISE FROM LOWER LEFT) JOHN, CASEY (WITH MONKEY), TOM (WITH WOLVERINE), VAN, LIZ AND RUBY.


